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Connected Vehicle Insurance
The Business of Preventing Crashes

The idea of connecting vehicles is gaining momentum. Many stakeholders intuitively see the
benefits of connecting vehicles and have started to develop business cases for their
respective domains, including the automotive and insurance industries, government, and
service providers. This paper is part of a series of Points of View from Cisco’s Internet
Business Solutions Group (IBSG) analyzing the business case for connected vehicles from all
of these perspectives. 1 The series explores the broad societal and business costs of current
models of personal transportation, and how connected vehicles can create new value while
transforming outdated approaches. It also discusses how automotive manufacturers can
reduce the cost of serving their customers and tap new revenue pools by connecting
vehicles on a unified communications platform. In this paper, we focus on the implications of
connected vehicles for the insurance industry. We look at the opportunities to unlock billions of
dollars in value by encouraging smart, connected drivers and by providing ubiquitous
connections to other vehicles and a smart traffic infrastructure.

Unlocking the Value of Safe, Smooth Driving
In recent years, the automotive industry has invested most of its energy into building vehicles that
are safer to drive and protect passengers in the event of a crash. Advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS) are increasingly deployed in high-end vehicles, and it is just a matter of time
until these life-saving systems become mainstream. The next evolution will focus on preventing
crashes from happening in the first place. This is where insurance companies have much to gain
from the capabilities of connected vehicles. Vehicle connectivity is a strategic asset for the entire
car insurance value chain, and the industry is just beginning to explore the full potential. Figure 1
illustrates the key cost-containment levers vehicle connectivity provides to car insurance
companies, impacting baseline costs of more than $700 billion for crashes, insurance premiums,
and traffic law enforcement involving passenger vehicles every year in the United States alone.2
Vehicle connectivity has the potential to unlock more than $30 billion in crash-related value for
passenger vehicle owners, insurance companies, and society every year. Cisco IBSG estimates
the impact will average $280 per connected vehicle per year—$190 for the vehicle owner and
insurance company, plus another $90 for the external societal cost of crashes. Another $100 can
be saved along the entire insurance value chain.3
Driver behavior is one of the key factors in crashes. Today, insurance companies that embrace
the virtues of connecting vehicles are tracking driver behavior to better calibrate premiums with
actual driver risk. More than half of all U.S. car insurance companies are promoting ”pay as you
drive” (PAYD) policies, passing on part of their savings as 20 to 30 percent premium reductions
to about 70 percent of participating drivers. Premiums are calculated based on individual
driving patterns, such as the distance and time of day people drive. Hence, the driver pays for
his actual individual risk profile rather than the higher risk profile of a larger pool of drivers.
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Some insurance companies are going even further by experimenting with “pay how you drive”
(PHYD) models that track behavior such as acceleration, braking, speeding, lane changing, and
traffic violations to better assess individual driver risk. While this practice may raise concerns
about individual privacy, recent surveys indicate that initial privacy concerns are increasingly
giving way to savings preferences. Thirty-seven percent of insurance policyholders are
comfortable with sharing driving patterns—a higher percentage than are willing to share their
phone / texting history, shopping behavior, and search engine information.4
Figure 1.

Impact of Vehicle Connectivity on U.S. Insurance Value Chain.

Sources: Cisco IBSG estimates, 2011

Prevention of imminent crashes is currently not directly influenced by insurance companies,
even though they could benefit tremendously from entering the business of preventing crashes.
Field tests in Europe and Japan have shown that 20 to 35 percent of crashes could be
prevented by alerting drivers when they are in imminent danger of being rear-ended, running a
stop sign or red light, or speeding in curves or bad conditions. Even if insurance companies use
conservative assumptions for how many crashes vehicle connectivity could prevent, the
potential savings make a compelling business case. The integration of ADAS with vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication has the potential to prevent 80
percent of reported crashes, according to a report of the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.5 Similar to the discounts insurance companies offer to homeowners who have a
security system installed, auto insurance companies could provide discounts for vehicles
equipped with connected safety systems.
Ensuring fast and correct response to auto accidents through advance crash notification (ACN)
has a high impact on insurance cost. According to the European eCall initiative, faster medical
care for accident victims reduces the number and consequences of severe injuries and fatalities
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by 5 to 15 percent.6 Current systems of this sort focus on notifying first responders of the
occurrence and location of an accident. In the future, connected vehicles will immediately
transmit critical black-box data about the vehicle’s condition to help first responders gauge the
severity of the accident, perhaps including video footage and even a live feed of driver and
passenger vital signs.
According to insurance experts, connecting vehicles not only reduces the cost of locating and
recovering damaged vehicles, but can also reduce fraudulent or frivolous claims by 30 percent
to 80 percent.7 Automatic transmission of crash data from connected vehicles could reduce
insurance companies’ investigative costs for severe accidents and enlarge the data pool to reap
similar benefits for less-severe accidents, which currently may not justify manual extraction and
analysis of black-box data.
As a natural evolution of their service portfolios, car insurance companies could use their existing
“pay how you drive” infrastructure to offer automated traffic law enforcement services to
government agencies. The automated process of detecting violations, documenting evidence,
and processing billing and payments would not only provide additional incentives for drivers to
improve behavior, but also reduce the cost of traffic law enforcement by 20 to 30 percent.8 In
addition, the services would allow reallocation of valuable law enforcement resources from
tedious road patrolling to more-critical public services.
Obviously, this model raises issues regarding privacy and personal freedom. While carefully
considering these concerns, insurance providers might offer an equitable opt-in model to allow
drivers to knowingly choose the cost savings of PHYD and automated law enforcement. Drivers
who opt-out would have the option to stay with a traditional, higher-cost insurance contract.

Benefits of a Unified Communications Platform
The insurance industry is in the early stages of unlocking the full value of connected vehicles. Inhouse solutions with dedicated dongles and insurance-managed PAYD operations are
transitioning to emerging insurance telematics providers like Octo Telematics. In the long run, it
may prove too costly and inefficient to provide dedicated insurance connectivity devices, pay
for the data transfer, and operate the infrastructure to securely manage the insurance data.
Given the significant benefits of integrating ADAS with V2V and V2I, the automotive industry will
probably converge toward a factory-installed, onboard unit for providing vehicle connectivity.
The unified communications platform will, at a minimum, provision the connectivity for basic
telematics services, but will also offer options for premium services such as off-board navigation,
traffic information, location-based Internet services, video and gaming, and voice and data
services.9
As shown in Figure 2, adopting a unified communications platform offers benefits throughout the
entire automotive value chain. Insurance companies and insurance telematics providers that
embrace the connected vehicle evolution have the potential reduce their cost of operating
PAYD services and, more important, can unlock a total of approximately $380 per connected
vehicle per year.
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Figure 2.

Annual Benefits per Connected Passenger Vehicle, by Source.

Source: Cisco IBSG, 2011

The insurance industry’s success in connecting vehicles will depend on its readiness to
embrace emerging technologies, and on its willingness to partially write-off redundant
investments in dedicated insurance connectivity operations. Another challenge will be to move
organizations out of their traditional comfort zone into entirely new, value-added business
models with automotive manufacturers, service providers, and government. To reap the full
benefits of connecting vehicles, insurance companies, automotive manufacturers, service
providers, and governments will need to work together to create a next-generation
transportation business model around connected vehicles and a smart, connected traffic
infrastructure.
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Endnotes
1. Other papers in the series include “A Business Case for Connecting Vehicles: Executive
Summary,” Cisco IBSG, 2011; “Connected Vehicles: From Building Cars to Selling
Personal Travel Time Well-Spent,” Cisco IBSG, 2011; “Connected Vehicles and
Government: A Catalyst To Unlock the Societal Benefits of Transportation,” Cisco IBSG,
2011; “Connected Vehicles: Service Providers at a Crossroads,” Cisco IBSG, 2011.
2. While the issues discussed in this paper are global in scope and affect all road vehicle
types, the examples are specific to the United States and focus on passenger vehicles,
where Cisco IBSG has conducted in-depth research. All currency is in U.S. dollars.
3. Estimate based on Cisco IBSG’s connected vehicle benefit model and data from the
Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2009.
4. LexisNexis Insurance Telematics Survey of 3,148 auto insurance policyholders between
25 and 64 years old, 2010.
5. “’Talking’ Cars May Someday Warn of Crashes and Save Lives," The Washington Post,
January 27, 2011; Cisco IBSG analysis of internal and external cost of personal
transportation, 2011.
6. eSafety Systems, European Commission, 2007,
http://www.esafetysupport.org/download/publications/systems_high_tri_V2%20FINA
L.pdf
7. Octo Telematics, 2nd International Summit on the State of Connected Vehicles, Detroit,
Michigan, 2010.
8. Cisco IBSG estimate, assuming that 50 percent to 70 percent is personnel cost.
9. For details, see “Connected Vehicles: From Building Cars to Selling Personal Travel Time
Well-Spent,” Cisco IBSG, 2011.
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